Compact underwater strobe
for easy TTL photography
using a digital camera.

The YS-27DX strobe is a compact

Strobe for Digital

YS-17
YS-17 (Gold)

and aﬀordable manual strobe for
most digital cameras in the market.
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[Accessories] Fixing bolt, diﬀuser, slave sensor cap
When the YS-17 strobe is used with a compact digital camera in a
housing, use the Fiber-optic cable.
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The YS-17 Universal Lighting Package

N It corresponds to the
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5-pin connectors of the
Nikonos type.

5pin

By using Dual Sync Cord/N,
it is possible to activate
two-strobe lighting system.

OPT

ﬁber optic
cable

Uses a ﬁber optic cable for
connection between digital
camera and DX strobe.
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Beam angle

105°
×84°

Functions as a TTL slave
strobe without a sync cord.

The YS-27DX strobe is designed for multipurpose
underwater photography. This strobe has beam
angle of 105°
x 84°
and a guide number of up to 20
(ISO 100 / m) / 66 (ISO 100 / feet), providing spread
and power for subjects that range from wide-angle
macro.The light level control dial of the YS-27DX
has nine diﬀerent light level control, which
increments from a minimum power of GN 1.7 to a
maximum power of GN 20 (1EV step). The light
level control dial makes you take ideal pictures,
precisely adjustable to get just the right amount of
light for the subject at hand.The YS-27DX oﬀers a
pre-ﬂash cancel mode (*1) that ensures the strobe
wonʼt ﬁre prematurely when used with digital
cameras that emit a small pre-ﬂash burst before the
main ﬂash. This strobe is compatible with most
digital cameras that have a pre-ﬂash. An optional
strobe with your digital cameraʼs built-in ﬂash.

Diﬀuser for YS-27DX
(Standard accessory)
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[Package content] YS-17, Grip-Stay S, Fiber-optic cable (L-type), Strobe
mask set

connecter

:20

*The YS-27DX is not compatible with digital cameras that emit two or
more pre-ﬂashes.

This reasonable lighting package allows you to attach the YS-17
to commercially available waterproof cases by any manufacturer.
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*1 Some digital cameras adjust ﬂash levels after a ﬁrst ﬂash and then
capture an image with a second ﬂash. This ﬁrst ﬂash is called the
pre-ﬂash. The strobeʼs pre-ﬂash cancel function ignores the pre-ﬂash
and synchronizes the strobe with the second ﬂash.
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Powerful manual controls from
wide-angle to macro photography

The YS-17ʼs slim body ‒ 90×110×140mm (W×H×D)
‒ makes it easy to use underwater lighting more
casually. Its light weight ‒ 477g (including
batteries) ‒ makes it the lightest, most compact
strobe in the YS strobe lineup. The YS-17ʼs system
uses a unique TTL function so anyone can easily
enjoy TTL photography. Even if the distance to the
subject changes, the YS-17 will automatically
adjust the light level so you can easily get the
correct exposure. You can also switch between TTL
and manual mode so you do not miss any
opportunities for a great picture even in those
situations, like dark places, where the TTL function
does not work very well.

□TTL lamp

YS-27DX (Blue) 03107

O-ring Set 10580

Professional style underwater
lighting that is easy to use even
for beginners
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YS-27DX
[Accessories] Fixing bolt, diﬀuser *When the YS-27DX strobe is used
with a compact digital camera in a housing, use the Fiber-optic cable.

O-ring Set 62142

OPT

Strobe for Digital

DS- Eﬀective Cordless TTL (TTL Slave)

TTL

function with Digital cameras.

Slave

Functions as a slave strobe. For manual
photography only. TTL automatic control
not available.

Target

Light

With Target light illuminating
the Strobe light axis.

